Abstract—Multiway Decision Graphs (MDGs) are special decision diagrams that subsume Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) and extend them by a first-order formulae suitable for model checking of datapath circuits. In this paper we propose a new specification language, Abstract Property Language (APL), for the MDG model-checker. The APL language eradicates the restrictions present in the existing $\mathcal{L}_{MDG}$ specification language and introduces new operators to improve expressiveness. The paper also presents the design of a front-end translator that accepts specification in APL and builds composite MDG model with the specification directly embedded into its MDG-HDL representation. Finally, some experimental results are presented to show the performance of the APL Tool and the analysis of the generated code executed on benchmark properties.

I. INTRODUCTION

Model checking is an important formal verification technique that starts integrating digital system designs. It aims by exploring the reachable state space of a model to verify that an implementation satisfies a specification. Specifications are expressed in a propositional temporal logic. An algorithm is employed to automatically explore the state-space and ascertain if the specification is verified by the state-transition graph. Model checking is focused mostly on automatic decision procedures for solving the verification problem. In case the verification fails, the user can track with the counter example produced as to why it failed.

Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) [1] is a canonical representation for Boolean functions that addresses this problem by providing an efficient encoding for the state space at the Boolean level. This representation allows model checkers to verify large systems. Still, most model checkers face the state space explosion problems while verifying large systems even using Symbolic Model Checking.

The MDG system [2] is a decision diagram based verification tool, primarily designed for hardware verification. It supports both equivalence checking and model checking. It is based on multiway decision graphs which extend the Reduced-Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (ROBDD [1]) with abstract sorts and uninterpreted function symbols. To represent and reason about designs using abstract sorts and uninterpreted function symbols we need a first-order logic. A many-sorted first-order logic has been used with a distinction between abstract and concrete sorts that mirrors the hardware distinction between datapath and control. MDGs are canonical representations of a certain class of quantifier-free formulae to represent the transition and output relations of a state of machine, as well as the set of states.

In this paper, we extend the $\mathcal{L}_{MDG}$ by APL property specification language that facilitates the formal representation of desired specification in MDG based model-checking methodology. We also present how the written specifications are processed in MDG based model checking and introduce the design of a front-end translator that accepts specification in APL and builds composite MDG model with the specification directly embedded into its MDG-HDL representation. Finally, we support our methodology and tool by experimental results executed on benchmark properties of the Read-port module of the Look-Aside Interface.

The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows: Section II describes some related work. Section III introduces some preliminaries about Model Checking, MDG and APL language Specification. The main contribution of the paper describing our methodology is presented in Section IV. Section V presents some experimental results. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and gives some future research directions.

II. RELATED WORK

As related work to ours, we cite the work of Eric Gascard [3]. He presented a process of generating deterministic finite automata from a given PSL SERE expression [4]. The work includes a developed tool that can produce a VHDL description of a monitor checking circuit given a PSL SERE formula. This is achieved by creating a parser for PSL language. The syntax tree produced by the PSL parser is then given to the automata construction tool. The VHDL monitors are directly translated from the expressions. These monitors are later synthesized on FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array).

Marc Boulé and Zeljko Zilic described a way to generate hardware assertion checkers to be used in an emulation environment [5]. To use assertions in hardware emulation, they have introduced a checker generator tool, called MBAC, that can transform PSL assertion units into Verilog modules. The transformation includes boolean layer, temporal layer and assert directive of the verification layer. The Verilog modules are synthesized on FPGA. The assertion signals are externally monitored by the verification engineer.
Morin-Allory and Borrione showed a unique method of synthesizing monitors from PSL assertions [6]. In their work, primitive monitor blocks are built for each foundation language operator of PSL. Generic monitors are built for operators that can have different number of operands. These monitors are written in synthesizable subset of VHDL. Construction of complex monitors are done by interconnecting primitive monitors. They have proved the correctness of the monitors using PVS theorem prover [7]. To do this, each monitor is converted to its respective finite state machine (FSM) and translated into PVS input formalism.

The major difference between the work presented in this paper and the works presented in the above paragraphs is the target application. Most are presented with application to either simulation or emulation based verification environment in mind. The research closely related to ours is the work presented in [8], in creating $L_{\text{MDG}}$ language and its processing tools, called $L_{\text{MDG}}$-Tools. In this case the targeted application is MDG based model checking. In this paper, we present a new language based on $L_{\text{MDG}}$, with added operators from PSL, and present an improved tool to perform the processing of specifications written in terms of properties. Given a model of a hardware design in MDG-HDL and its respective specification in terms of properties, the outcome of both $L_{\text{MDG}}$-Tools and our proposed tool is a verification-ready composite model. This model is a combination of the original model and the generated monitor(checker) circuit, representing the specification, in MDG-HDL.

### III. BACKGROUND

#### A. Model Checking

Model checking techniques are attractive verification method because of their high automation. Model checking is historically a decision graph based method. It uses state space algorithms on finite-state models to check if the desired specification is satisfied. Specifications are expressed in a propositional temporal logic. An algorithm is employed to automatically explore the state-space and check if the specification is verified by the state-transition graph. Depending on success or failure, a model-checking tool gives the answer yes or no respectively. When the verification fails, a counter example is provided that help the user to trace the source of the error. This counter example is also known as failure trace.

Model checking algorithms have been explored since early eighties and significant results have been published [9]. The introduction of Bryant’s (BDD’s) [1] piloted a breakthrough in the size of a transition system that can be verified. Since then, a number of researchers have explored BDD-based symbolic technique and have published results [10], [11]. The drawback of this method is that they usually suffer from the state-explosion problem when verifying designs with large datapath.

#### B. Multiway Decision Graphs

A new class of decision graph, called Multiway Decision Graph (MDG), was proposed as a solution to the state-space explosion problem by Cerny et al. in 1997 [2]. In MDG based model checking approach, data signals are denoted by abstract variables, and data operators are represented by un-interpreted function symbols. As a result, a verification based on abstract-implicit-state-enumeration can be carried out independently of datapath width, substantially lessening the state explosion problem. A model-checking methodology is typically comprised of three major parts: a specification language, a system modeling language and a set of algorithms to perform model-checking.

The MDG model-checking process requires two sets of tools: a back-end model-checker and a front-end parsing processor. The front-end provides a mechanism to process the desired specification, written in terms of properties. In order to create the verification-ready model, the property formulae are processed to construct additional circuitry that is added to the original model. The result is a composite model (Fig. 1) in MDG-HDL. The composite model is fed to the back-end model-checker, part of MDG-Tools, to formally verify if the specification holds.
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**Fig. 1.** Proposed front-end of MDG methodology

#### C. APL language Specification

The APL specification language, designed to be used for MDG model-checking, is based on the CTL* class of temporal logic [8]. It allows properties to be written in first-order temporal logic. The complete specification, both syntax and semantics, of the APL language has been presented by Kamran et al [12]. In APL, all the lexical restrictions that were present in the $L_{\text{MDG}}$ [13] specification language have been lifted. Consequently, users do not need to modify their original model in order to get the verification-ready composite model. While replacing $L_{\text{MDG}}$ with APL, standardized operators were added, and new operators borrowed from PSL [4] were introduced to improve expressiveness.

### IV. Generating Verification-Ready MDG Models

The goal of this work is to develop a new front-end as shown in Figure 1, where a single tool will accept the original model with its specifications written in an improved language and will efficiently create the verification-ready composite model. In this section, we present the details of a proposed tool that can process the original model of a design and its specification written in APL and can create a composite model for the MDG model-checking verification. This composite model represents the design under verification with some added circuitry [13]. The added circuitry has one boolean output for each property, given as desired specification. These additional circuits are named monitors and the boolean outputs are named flags.
A. APL Tool Architecture

The tool accepts four files as parameters: three MDG-HDL source files representing the model and a specification file written in APL. It reports syntax and semantic errors found in the specification file. It informs the user whether the construction of the composite model succeeded or not. In case of a failure, it provides detail of the error. The tool consists of six modules (Fig. 2):

1) Main program: Dispatching tasks to other modules.
2) Model scanner: Scanning the original model files and providing collected data to Symbol Manager.
3) Symbol manager: Managing all symbol data.
4) APL Translator: Parsing the specification file, generating monitors with the help of Symbol manager.
5) Write manager: Writing output files.
6) Error manager: Providing error details.

Model scanner, Symbol manager and APL Translator are collection of sub-modules, performing smaller tasks.

B. APL Translator

The APL Translator (Fig. 3) compiles the specification file and generates, for each property, a monitor circuit with a flag output. Our source language is Abstract Property Language (APL) and the target language is MDG-HDL. It reports syntax and semantic errors to the Error Manager. It sends queries to the Symbol Manager anytime symbol data is required to generate a circuit or to simply check semantics. The process of generating the monitor circuit from the specification has the following steps:

- Lexical Analyzer tokenizes the specification text based on lexical specification of the source language, APL.
- Syntax Analyzer creates annotated abstract syntax tree (AST) based on the grammar of APL [12].
- Simple traversal algorithm is used to handle context and generate the target code at the same time. Whenever it finds a component to be built, it consults the Symbol Manager to check semantics. It reports semantic errors to the Error Manager. If no error exists for the component in concern, it generates MDG-HDL component code and its associated signals. The components are written to the target files by delegating the job to the the Write Manager.

The lexical and syntax analyzers for the translator are generated using Flex [14] and Bison [15]. Bison provides a very easy way to construct abstract syntax tree from syntax rules. Whenever a sentence rule is matched, a corresponding C code segment can be executed. We use this feature to build our abstract syntax tree (AST). In order to use traversal algorithms to generate circuits in MDG-HDL, AST’s are further annotated to indicate the number of ‘next’ operators in a given expression and the consequent number of registers required for the to-be-built components in monitor circuit [12].

Context checking is performed every time a function or a compare equation is encountered during code generation. In all cases, semantic mismatches are reported as semantic errors to the Error Manager.

C. Code Generation for Monitor Circuit

Building the AST with MDG-HDL in mind allows us to use simple traversal algorithms to perform both context handling and code generation. Context checking is performed every time a function or a compare equation is encountered during code generation. In all cases, semantic mismatches are reported as semantic errors to the Error Manager.

We traverse the AST in depth-first post-order fashion and look for components to build. Every time we encounter such an operator that corresponds to a component in MDG-HDL, we build the circuitry and replace the sub-tree of that node with the output of the component. This is done by storing an attribute called output string representing the output of the sub-tree. This string is further modified if registers are needed for that operator. Throughout the process, requests are made to the Write manager to write additional signals and circuits to the composite model files. In our depth-first post-order traversal, every time we visit a node, we replace the sub-tree with its output based on an algorithm.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Performance Analysis

In this section, we compare the performance of APL-Tool and E_MDG-Tools. We analyze the time factors for generating a monitor circuit given a specification. Thus, the design we
choose for this experiment is not critical. For the results given in Table I, we use a design that has no functionality in real world but provides an interface for us to perform our experiments. For our specification, we choose a specification that has six comparators: four concrete and two abstract.

The inspection of CPU usage and execution time indicates that the APL-Tool is less processor intensive but produces the same result in less time. We calculate the average of Execution times. For APL-Tool it is 0.2544615385, and for \( \mathcal{L}_{MDG} \)-Tool it is 0.497692308. The relative performance on average is:

\[
\text{Relative Performance} = \frac{\text{Avg}(E_2)}{\text{Avg}(E_1)} = 1.9547
\]

Where \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \) represent the execution time for APL-Tool and \( \mathcal{L}_{MDG} \)-Tool, respectively. From this result, we can say that on average the APL-Tool performs about 1.95 times faster than the \( \mathcal{L}_{MDG} \) -Tools.

**B. Bounded Model-Checking of LA-1 Interface**

In this section, we verify a part of a data transfer protocol, called Look-Aside Interface (LA1) [16]. This design was originally proposed by the Network Processor Forum. The design was implemented and verified by Li et al. [17] using MDG based model-checking methodology.

We present Read-port specifications of this design, process them using APL-Tool and discuss the experimental results of MDG based model-checking. The tool gives us the composite model with its condition file based on the specification. We then proceed to run the MDG model-checker to verify the specification. Table II gives runtime, memory usage and the number of MDG nodes used for verifying each specification. It also gives time (in seconds) it takes for APL-Tool to generate the composite models.

**VI. CONCLUSIONS**

We have presented the specification of the new language, called APL. We have eliminated all the lexical restrictions that were present in the \( \mathcal{L}_{MDG} \) specification language. While replacing \( \mathcal{L}_{MDG} \) with APL, we have added standardized operators and introduced new operators borrowed from PSL to improve expressiveness. We have presented how we generated the verification-ready composite models and their condition files, conforming to the requirements of the MDG model-checking algorithms. We have implemented our APL-tool as a single executable, capable of handling first-order temporal logic. As a result, there is no need for employing multiple tools to process the specification (properties). The obtained performance is promising such that the tool produces the result in almost half the time compared to the existing tools. Future work includes design of a single user-interface representing both front-end and the back-end of the MDG model-checking process and develop a translator that can process a design represented in SystemVerilog or in other traditional HDL’s.
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